Activated Cleaning
and Sanitizing Technology
Every once in a while, a technology comes along that is so genuinely
revolutionary that it changes the rules of the game. The Toucan-eco
technology takes tap water and ordinary table salt to create the worlds
finest green cleaning/ sanitizing liquid. The Toucan-eco uses ECA
(Electro-chemical Activation) technology to transform tap water and salt
into a very effective combined sanitizer and cleaning agent.
The container is filled with tap water and a
minimal amount of table salt, then placed on
a base station which activates the solutions.
The activation process takes less than 3
minutes.
The resulting activated liquid generated is a
powerful but non-toxic sanitizer/cleaner,
ideal for cleaning and sanitizing work
surfaces, food preparation area/equipment,
floors, glass, restrooms, etc.
EPA and CE approved, independently lab
tested the Toucan-eco product solutions are
even considered a biocide under the
European Biocides Directive!
The spray bottle applications are numerous but it is the filling jug that sets
this system apart from any known altered water technology or cleaning/
sanitizing chemistry.
Due to the sanitizing efficacy and stability of the fluid you can transfer the
activated liquid into your own plastic spray bottles, buckets, mopping
systems or whatever compartment or container you use for daily cleaning.
The fluid is stable for 3-5 days. Daily batches are recommended.
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The unit comes complete with a 550 ml (18.7 oz.) spray bottle, 1100
ml (37.4 oz.) filling jug, base station activator, salt and power supply.
Industry Success Include:
Automobile Dealerships, Childcare, Education, Healthcare, Hospitality,
Nursing Care, Restaurants, Supermarkets, Veterinary.
Application Success Include:
Carpet, Fabric, Glass, Plastic, Stainless Steel, Tile, Wood etc.
Specific Target Success Include:
Porous and Non-porous Surfaces, Bath Fixtures, Counter Tops, Floors, Mirrors,
Walls and Whiteboards.
Particularly suited for eliminating odors and odor causing bacteria.
Toucan-eco produces a powerful but user friendly solution, bring your
cleaning and sanitizing tools out of the Dark Ages. Go safe, save money and
go GREEN with the innovative Toucan-eco Technology.
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